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The relationship between materiality and mediality, between hand and eye, 
touch and visuality is a topic which had been controversially discussed long 
before the advent of the digital era, even before the “scopic regime” (M. Jay). 
This relationship concerned both, the production as well as the reception 
of art works. Until today the notions of medium and material seem to be in 
latent conflict, though the materiality of the medium and the mediality of the 
material may be regarded as two different functions of the same work.

A look back into history may help to understand the power and fascination 
of the long time favoured overthrow of materiality in the fine arts which was 
accompanied by the dominance (or tyranny, as some put it) of the optical. In 
Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s tragedy “Emilia Galotti”, which appeared in 1772, 
the painter Conti reflects on the characteristics of artistic production. He 
considers himself a great artist, though his hand does not always satisfy his 
artistic requirements. In elaborating on this shortcoming, the painter asks a 
meanwhile famous question: “would Raphael not have been the greatest pic-
torial genius if he had unfortunately been born without hands?” The tradition 
of Lessing’s painter, who favours the artistic idea in spite of its materialisa-
tions, reaches back to antiquity. By radicalizing the idealistic tradition in the 
narrative of the enlightenment the underlying concept of disegno is being 
challenged: combining the brain directly with the carrier material where the 
picture is to appear meant the denial of any communication between the 
artist and somebody else and was therefore absurd. Lessing’s painter, who 
declares hands dispensable, argues – remarkably materialistically – that the 
distance between the brain and the hand seems too far, so that part of the 
idea gets lost in the transmission. 

Influenced by the possibilities of digital picture production the fascina-
tion of direct interaction between brain and computer has been reflected in 
many artistic experiments in recent decades, experiments in which utopian 
promises and futuristic techniques are combined. They still seem to feed on 
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this long lasting concept of disegno. This concept, in which materialisation 
becomes secondary, has contributed to the devaluation of materials while 
simultaneously minimizing the activity of the hand.

Lessings radical image of “Raphael without hands” dates from a time, 
when an opposing concept of the relationship between artistic ideas and 
materials, between the mind and the hand of the artist, began to emerge. In 
a more empirical understanding hands gain a specific knowledge by working 
with and experiencing physical materials. These “learned hands” of the artist 
were conceived to interact with his brain, to feed in their specific manual 
experiences. The obviously less successful concept which has to some 
extent been revalued parallel to the triumph of the digital world has likewise 
inspired many artistic explorations and confrontations of haptical and digital 
“material”.

In addition, when considering the reception of artworks we find similar 
long lasting paradigms. Since pictures were not only conceived to delight 
the eye, but also to touch the beholder, the twofold sensual perception has 
been a central issue. Though emotional touch and physical tangency were 
of course located on different levels, they were connected. At least since mid 
18th century vision has been trained to integrate tactility. Johann Gottfried 
Herder pursued the sensual integration, so that the “eye becomes the hand, 
the visual ray the finger”. The extent to which the sublimation of the hand 
of the beholder, which became an issue since art works were exhibited in 
public museums, is sublated or transformed in the interactive works of the 
electronic arts should be examined in this context. Especially in those works, 
where the beholder is transformed into a user, that is especially in the field 
of networking, the specific type of interaction, of physical involvement and 
participation should be critically analyzed.

Physical touch, which was an argument within the earlier paragone in 
favour of three dimensional works, is irrelevant for works displayed on a 
screen, since screens do not give tactile information. Nevertheless emo-
tional affection or immersion are psycho-physical states and therefore touch 
is not only a question of contact by hands. The overall surrounding of the 
beholder by pictures in black boxes of video projection f.i. or James Turrells 
light spaces are not only a visual, but a corporal experience. In this under-
standing of touch, which was already experienced in early cinema, pictures 
or colors totally engulf the beholder like music. Avoiding any distraction al-
lows corporal touch by pictorial flows. 

The revaluation of touch, which at present can be widely observed, occurs 
on both different levels in the electronic arts. The interest in touch follows on 
the one hand the interest in objects and in physical materiality, which seems 
to be a symptom of loss of continguousness. On the other hand the expand-
ing possibilities of the electronic arts are shaping new forms of experiences, 
in which touch is the effect of visually imposed emotion.
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